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At the Cinematheque

1/16- 9pm
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Words from Ferrari McSpeedy.
Hi! Thanks for coming to our show!
Punk Rock Revisited tells the tale of a few friends
from Omaha who move to Chicago to follow their
dreams. Pretty neat, huh?
The show focuses mostly on the meaning of
friendship and following your dreams. Do you
have to leave your hometown to do succeed in
life? Do you have to leave your friends? We don't
know, but we might find out!
Throughout the show, Joe Ferrari and Michael
McSpeedy will be playing 20+ characters. Be
ready for some action-packed awesomeness!
This is the second show in Ferrari McSpeedy's
"Punk Rock Trilogy," but if you haven't seen the
first. that's OK! Each stands alone.
Feel free to say "hi" to us after the show. We're
from Minneapolis, so we don't know anybody.
We'd like for that to change...
-Ferrari McSpeedy

Memories!!!
Calk/a:The Scene List)
1 - The Big Party
2 - EI Writero
3 - Sunrise on Omaha #1
4 - Wayne and Holden in Omaha
5 - Jeff and Dylan in Omaha
6 - EI Writero (again!)
7 - Holden in Chicago
8 - Wayne in Chicago
9 - Jeff in Chicago
10 - EI Writero (a third time!)
11 - Sunrise on Omaha #2
12 - The Funeral
13 - Jeff Still in Chicago
14 - Sunrise on Omaha #3
15 - EI Writero (the last one!)
16 - Big Party Revisited

FERRARI MCSPEEVY
Would like to thank...
The Winnipeg Fringe Festival
And its sponsors

Our awesome tech-person
The CBC

Punk rock music
Michelle and Christopher
Our friends and family back home
And YOU for coming to see our show
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